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Abstract. Aim of this paper is to present the status of university teaching
in the area of software quality. The concept of software quality is derived
from appropriate ISO standards, but it is also related to other characteris-
tics. University teaching development is encouraged by both research results
and industry demands. This paper presents literature review of scientific
work related to university teaching of software quality. Empirical study has
been conducted with analysis of job advertisements, related to human re-
sources demands in software industry, with particular emphasis on software
quality knowledge and skills requirements. Second empirical study is related
to software quality content included in university teaching – supported by
particular study programmes, curriculum of study programmes with teach-
ing subjects and topics within syllabus of particular courses. This paper
also contributes with educational framework that integrates different as-
pects of software quality, with particular emphasis on quality of software as
a product and code quality.
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Introduction

Higher education, as being in synergy with research and industry,
continually improve teaching content, methods and resources in aim to
support the needs for appropriate knowledge and skills of future employ-
ees. In aim to improve higher education and align it with the needs of
industry and research results, the concept of quality and innovation with
constant collaboration with companies has been proposed to be included in
educational process [1]. Constant transformation of educational process is
inevitable and in that evolution, particularly important was teaching shift
from content and task-oriented approach towards students’ skills-centered
approach, i.e. gaining appropriate teaching and learning outcome [2]. In
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[3], teaching quality in higher education has been in focus, with intro-
duction of process-oriented T-CMM (teaching capability maturity model).
The importance of improving educational content in study programmes,
i.e. curriculum, particularly for software engineering has been addressed
in [4].

Software quality as a concept has been addressed as an important
part of software development projects, with special emphasis on process
and roles that influence the product. Particular aspects include standards
and quality assurance methods and tools application. This paper presents
results in three aspects of software quality in higher education context –
literature review of research results, industrial needs for particular knowl-
edge and skills presented in job advertisements and educational support in
study programmes curriculum and subjects syllabus.

The content of this paper is organized as follows. Section two presents
theoretical background explaining basic terms related to software qual-
ity. Section three presents research methodology, with particular focus on
methods and sample for literature review and empirical research. Section
four presents results in literature review with two subsections – statistical
analysis of published papers and descriptive literature review. Section five
provides results in empirical research – regarding study of software indus-
try needs, as well as analysis of software quality educational contents at
universities. Section six provides the proposed educational framework to
teach students in area of software quality. Having all these results, the
appropriate conclusions are drawn in the final section, as well as future
research and practice directions.

Theoretical background

Initially, the concept of software quality could be related to process
aspects in project management, international standards related to software
development artifacts, software as a product and software in use, as well as
to the software quality assurance, primarily with software testing in focus.

The process aspect of software quality includes the development pro-
cess in a broader context of project management, where quality is one of
key knowledge areas, parts of project plan and success monitoring. The
iron triangle of project success includes scope, time, cost (resources) and
quality [5].
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During the software development process, many artifacts are created,
such as documentation, models and code. Each of them affects the final
software product, which influence quality of software in use. All these
aspects are addressed in ISO standards, such as ISO 9126 and ISO 25010.
ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [6] describes software product quality characteristics
as: functional suitability, reliability, performance efficiency, operability,
security, compatibility, maintainability, portability. In the same standard,
in category of “software quality in use” the emphasize is on effectiveness,
efficiency, satisfaction, safety and usability as key software features.

Software development process includes activities in software quality
assurance, in all activities [7] and related to every artifact [8]. Software
quality assurance includes particular activities in software testing [9], but
modern approaches include test-driven development [10] with emphasis on
test-based user requirements specification [11, 12].

Research methodology

This paper addresses research results, industry needs, and educa-
tional aspects of software quality.

Research results were analyzed from two approaches. First approach
is related to statistical presentation of published papers related to the
importance of software quality and university teaching of software quality.
Sample for this research consist of 350 papers obtained from Google Scholar
scientific browser. Second approach is related to descriptive presentation
of literature review in context of higher education applications of software
quality concept within the teaching contents and methods.

Industrial aspect of software quality has been examined regarding the
needs for qualified employees in applying software quality assurance meth-
ods and tools. Aim of this empirical research is to determine work positions
related to software quality and to extract and categorize knowledge and
skills requirements, particularly for QA, project management and software
developer positions. Sample for this research consist of job advertisements
posted at LinkedIn social network.

Educational aspect of software quality has been examined in this em-
pirical research with extraction and analysis of software quality support in
study programmes, courses within study programmes curriculum and top-
ics within the syllabus within particular courses. Sample for this research
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is formulated by extraction of available data from university schools web
portals. First group of university schools are selected from the Shanghai
ranking list of universities, while second group of university schools are
selected among Serbian state-owned universities.

Literature review

Statistical analysis of published papers

The sample of 350 papers was obtained from Google scholar on 10th
November 2022, by using search key words “the importance of software
quality” and “university teaching of software quality”. The obtained pa-
pers could be categorized as having focus on:

• Key concepts of software quality – definition of software quality,
software quality characteristics, importance of software quality,
software quality models and TQM, user impressions on software
quality, information system context of software quality, trends in
software quality, cost of software quality (value, economics), soft-
ware quality engineering,

• Impact of development process to software quality – DevOps prac-
tice, refactoring, branching, code review, code ownership, global
distribution, rapid prototyping, software product lines, technical
debt, SCRUM, defect tracking, non-technical factors that influ-
ence software quality (teamwork, organization, agile methods, de-
veloper contribution),

• Measurements and estimations – software quality measurements
(factor/criteria/metric), estimations and predictions of software
defects and quality (using analogia, machine learning, software
testing),

• Application of quality evaluation – ISO standards application, au-
tomated software classification according to software quality level
(with artificial intelligence application), quality of artifacts in soft-
ware development (design models, communication, packages, sce-
nario, components), quality of code and software (clean code,
object-oriented design of classes), structural aspect of software
quality (design patterns), quality of particular types of software
(open source, embedded), automation and tools.

• Software quality teaching – education of software engineers (im-
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provements of curriculum, mapping of practical needs with soft-
ware engineering teaching, practical approaches in software engi-
neering teaching, analysis of software quality education and train-
ing in academia and industry), teaching software quality assurance
in particular types of software (web applications, eLearning, infor-
mation systems), teaching particular methods in software qual-
ity assurance (software requirements inspections, end-user testing,
evidence-based software engineering, static testing, teamwork, dis-
ciplined software development).

Statistical presentation of number of software quality – related pub-
lished papers is provided at Figure 1.

Figure 1. Statistics on published papers on software quality

Descriptive review of literature in educational context of
software quality

The need to improve computer science education at universities has
been emphasized in [13], particularly in the design and implementation of
curricula. This paper addresses software quality as a broad category, that
incorporates not only software testing, but other relevant aspects and pro-
poses V- model (including requirements analysis, architectural design, de-
tailed design, coding, unit testing, integration testing, system testing) that
could incorporate variety of software quality assurance techniques within
a curriculum. Burgess [14] proposed including software quality issues in
educational content, starting from the first year of software engineering
higher education. Suryn [15] discusses software quality engineering SQE
position within the software engineering education (according to Software
Engineering Body of Knowledge SWEBOK) and the maturity and stabil-
ity of quality models, standards, tools that could be used within software
quality engineering education. In this paper it has been concluded that
the basic methods and tools are immature and the area of software qual-
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ity engineering should be developed more, to have appropriate material
ready for educational process. Suryn emphasizes three core components
that should be incorporated in SQE education – 1) quality requirements,
2) quality measurement and evaluation instruments, 3) in-lifecycle quality
implementation.

Experiences in teaching software quality assurance as a particular
course within software engineering undergraduate curriculum has been pre-
sented in [16]. It has been described that topics within this course follow
software quality items included in SWEBOK. Special emphasis has been
put to tradeoffs in cost-related decision making, while encouraging pre-
ventive activities in quality planning. The paper also provided all topics
for the theoretical and practical classes in software quality assurance sub-
ject (including project plan and requirement specification document, soft-
ware configuration management, programming, defect management, prod-
uct quality assessment).

Results of literature review in [17] show that universities have rec-
ognized the need for practical experiences to be included in software en-
gineering educational process. This paper recognized several methods for
integration of practical demands from industry to regular teaching process:
game learning, case studies [18] simulation, inverted classrooms, mainte-
nance projects, service learning etc. Particularly, it is important to prepare
students for real working environments, with the use of real-world projects
[19, 20] or within the simulation of global software development, which
requires specific instructional design and assessment strategies [21]. It is
very important to address the challenge of teaching students to practice
disciplined software development [22].

Using problem-based learning, this efficient teaching method has
been adapted for software engineering students in teaching software qual-
ity [23]. Method for teamwork teaching with graduate students has been
addressed in [24]. Role playing with development team and software qual-
ity assurance team of students (carrying out formal technical reviews of
the others’ work) has been proposed in [25] as an educational model to
simulate real workspace situations, particularly with emphasis on system
requirements analysis. In [26], particular specification-based testing has
been addressed in teaching environment. Particular focus has been set in
[27] for students to perform inspection and evaluation of artifacts (with
using check lists), but special focus was put on “specification document”.
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When software quality is concerned, particular aspects and methods
have been addressed in teaching environment, such as teaching software
testing concepts using a CODE DEFENDERS game of mutation testing
[28]. Paper [29] presents teaching model for end-user testing by using meta-
morphic method of testing. Static analysis of students’ Java programs has
been presented in [30]. Evaluation of software architecture quality has been
included in the teaching process, by using run-time metrics [31]. Source
code quality was in focus in teaching software quality and this analysis
was supported by appropriate inspection tool [32]. Particular types of
software that are created to support processes in educational institutions
have been used for creating a more general quality evaluation model, such
as eLearning [33], open-source web applications [34] and Higher Education
Institution (HEI) information system [35].

Empirical research results

Empirical study on software industry employees needs

Aim of empirical study on software industry needs was to determine
working roles that are explicitly and implicitly related to software quality,
as well as to extract the requested and expected knowledge and skills within
these roles.

This empirical study has been performed upon available data from
job advertisements at LinkedIn social network (data obtained on October 5,
2022). As software quality should be addressed in all software development
life cycle activities, extraction of data has been made with appropriate
search criteria:

1) Position key words: “Software project management”, Location:
Serbia;

2) Position key words: “Business analysis”, Location: Serbia;

3) Position key words: “Software architecture”, Location: Serbia;

4) Position key words: “Software modeling”, Location: Serbia;

5) Position key words: “Software design”, Location: Serbia;

6) Position key words: “Software development”, Location: Serbia;

7) Position key words: “Software quality assurance”, Location: Ser-
bia;

8) Position key words: “Software documenting”, Location: Serbia.
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Results of filtering job advertisements are evaluated and categorized,
since the filtering keywords (related to particular software development
activities) create output list with job titles that do not always have the
working role title precisely related to the keywords-related activity. The
initial search results have been presented in Table 1 with the initial number
of obtained items, but the more precise working roles obtained from search
results have been listed below the Table 1.

Software development activity Initial number of job advertisements

Software project management 144

Business analysis 627

Software architecture 554

Software modeling 21

Software design 698

Software development 1842

Software quality assurance 212

Software documenting 13

Table 1. Results of job advertisements analysis from LinkedIn posts

Having analyzed results of job advertisements search, there could be
conclusion that, while having different software development activities in
keywords, there are many overlapping, i.e. appearance of the same job ad-
vertisements in multiple categories (i.e. search results lists). Therefore, to
have further detailed knowledge, experience and skills analysis performed,
it is obvious that there should be appropriate distinction, but also merging
applied.

Selected job advertisements are those that have appropriate explicit
and precise working role title, according to the software development ac-
tivity. Particular types of work activities with appropriate precise work
position titles are listed as:

• Software project or team management – Program manager, Tech-
nical product manager, Product Owner, Product Manager, Pro-
duction support Manager, Lead software engineer, IT project man-
ager, Software delivery project manager, Project Manager, Princi-
pal Solutions Consultant, Continuous Improvement Manager, Cus-
tomer Project Manager, Product Marketing Manager, Agile Team
Lead, Principal software engineering manager, Software engineer-
ing team lead, Head of group, technical director,

– Specifics – particular technology-related manager / architect -
Manager data analytics, Lead Front-end developer, head of SEO
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content, Technical Lead, Mobile lead software architect, Lead
Big Data engineer, Embedded software team lead, Data analy-
sis and engineering - data engineer, big data engineer, data sci-
entist, data analyst, data warehousing specialist, internet data
evaluator

• Business analysis – Analyst, Senior Analyst, System Analyst, Busi-
ness Operations Analyst, Business Analyst (FinTech/Banking),
Financial analyst, Technical requirements engineer and operations,
consultant in SAP financial services, digital business analyst/func-
tional consultant

• Software architecture – Web information architect, Senior Solu-
tions Analyst, Custom solution architect, cloud solution architect,
cloud and integration engineer, Solution architect, technical con-
sultant, data analytics and automation analyst, process architect,
Lead Software Architect, Enterprise Architect, cloud and integra-
tion engineer, solution architecture expert, senior integration con-
sultant, chief architect

• Software modeling – financial reporting modeling expert

• Software design – solution designer, digital solutions specialist

• Software development – Senior developer, software engineer, front-
end developer, back-end developer, full stack developer, engine
developer

– Specifics – Software developer or consultant for particular tech-
nologies and solutions – SAP, Golang, Java, C, C++, back-
end engineer, React, unity, java script, php, common backend,
python, front-end engineer, Angular, Linux application devel-
oper, .NET, Oracle Siebel, Vue JS, cloud data store software
development engineer, REST api enginer, Android etc.

• Software quality assurance – QA test automation engineer, senior
software test engineer, Quality assurance automation engineer,
Software quality assurance tester, quality assurance engineer, QA
manual engineer, software quality assurance developer, QA tester,
QA engineer, quality engineer, QA analyst, agile quality assurance
manager, QA team lead, Lead test automation engineer, engineer-
ing manager – quality, test engineer
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• Software documenting – Reporting Analyst, financial reporting ex-
pert

Other job advertisements, that have also been listed within results in
job search with previously mentioned keywords, but their work titles are
not precisely related to job categories related to these keywords, could be
categorized in areas of:

• Artificial intelligence application – machine learning engineer

• Data analysis – Business intelligence engineer, Data analyst, Dataware-
house engineer, Data Scientist

• Supporting work roles – Software trainer, DevOps Engineer, Soft-
ware support specialist

Software quality-related working positions (roles) that have been ob-
tained from LinkedIn social network are presented at Figure 2.

Figure 2. The explicit software quality related work positions

Figure 3 presents job advertisements for two software quality-related
work positions.

Figure 3. Example of two job advertisements in software quality area at LinkedIn

Analysis of job advertisements texts results in extracted knowledge
of spoken languages (English, German, Russian) and soft skills that are re-
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quired: attention to detail, creativity, initiative, ability to work collabora-
tively in multi-cultural teams, high motivation, fast learning, multi-tasking,
high quality standards in own work, strong interpersonal and communica-
tion skills, good analytical skills, problem-solving skills, time management
and organizational skills, strong working ethic, Strong logical thinking, cu-
rious mind, clear communication skills and a pragmatic approach to solving
problems, knowledge mining and search skills, positive “Can Do” attitude.

Further analysis of selected job advertisements (those that have work
position title align with the software development activity used in search
key words) lead to conclusion that here should be merging of results (since
activities are closely related and search results lists have similar items).
Finally, there are categories for more precise analysis of required software
quality-related knowledge, experience and skills. These categories are:
management, system/business analysis/documenting, software architec-
ture/design/modeling, software development, software quality assurance.
Following are descriptions of core responsibilities and requirements from
job advertisements texts (omitting additional knowledge, experience and
skills that are mentioned in job advertisements texts).

PROJECT MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

• Responsibilities – project planning, tracking the progress, risk manage-
ment, preparation of project management documents (project charter,
project plan, reports), gather requirements and organize them I backlog
with prioritization and schedule, drive product delivery, support users
with training and documentation

• Requirements – project management tools, understanding IT architec-
tures, agile methodologies, PMP certificate

QA-RELATED MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

• Responsibilities – cross functional collaboration with technology and in-
novation departments, develop QA strategy, methodology, performance
and framework, help execute vision of the quality, quality and resources
planning, lead and grow QA team members, help drive and improve QA
in agile environment, focus on continuous QA improvements in usage
of appropriate testing tools, test techniques, quality monitoring tools
and business cases/logic analysis and recommendations, defining qual-
ity metrics, define risks, defining testing processes, leadership, report-
ing, process improvements, Ccollaborate with the strategic, business and
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functional stakeholders to ensure the quality metrics are reviewed, closed
and agreed upon

• Requirements – knowledge of QA terminology, ITIL framework, ISTQB
standards

SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE POSITIONS

• Responsibilities – Responsibilities related to QA – requirements analysis
and correction, execute manual test cases, design and write test cases,
development of automated tests, interpretation of testing results, test
reports, QA ownership of one or more features, manual and explorative
testing, reporting identified defects, tracking and reporting problems and
defects using tracking software

• Requirements – Selenium, NUnit, UI testing (Java + Selenide + Allure),
API testing

SYSTEM/BUSINESS ANALYSIS/DOCUMENTING POSITIONS

• Responsibilities – business analysis/documenting responsibilities – devel-
opment and ownership of technical requirements and documentation, ac-
quisition and summarizing customer requirements and business processes
analysis, producing technical requirements and user stories, continuous
maintenance and improvement of the company requirements knowledge
bases, technical writing, system requirements documentation, system
functional specifications.

• Requirements – systems analysis, requirements management for user in-
terfaces and backend components, technical writing.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE/DESIGN/MODELING POSITIONS

• Responsibilities – design entire system based on requirements, choose
system architecture and components, translate designs and requirements
in code, build and organize development workflows to optimize code de-
livery, write technical specification documents, provide mentorship and
guidance to development team, participate in hiring and on boarding of
new members

• Requirements – knowledge of web services, software development ex-
perience, experience with cloud providers, frameworks, design patterns,
data modeling, knowledge of architectural styles and patterns, all as-
pects of software development life cycle, code versioning systems, ability
to analyze and resolve complex technical business issues and technical
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problems.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT POSITIONS

• Responsibilities – build and maintain code according to storyboards and
use cases

• Requirements – knowledge of modern software development practices
and coding standards, agile product development, software development
life cycle, databases, programming languages, continuous integration and
deployment, automation, architectural and design patterns, asset man-
agement, performance management, object-oriented programming, test
driven development, regular expressions.

Figure 4. Example of project manager

job advertisement from LinkedIn

Figure 5. Example of software

development job advertisement at

LinkedIn

Finally, there is a summary table of software quality aspects in differ-
ent roles within the software development process, as presented in Table 2.

Project management Business/system analyst Software architect

Quality of project deliverables Quality of specifications Appropriate software architecture

Quality of requirements specifications Quality of business process analysis

Monitoring of process and mapping to design

Software developer Software quality lead Software quality engineer

Tester (manual, automation)

Clean code Quality assurance plan Test cases design

Efficient code Quality assurance tools, methods Bug reports

Software product – quality standards Quality assurance reports

Table 2. Overview of key software quality aspects addressed in different working roles in

software development process
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Empirical study on software quality content in university
teaching

Aim of this empirical study is to determine the support to soft-
ware quality-related contents in higher education institutions Study pro-
grammes, curriculum as a structure of a study program and each subjects’
syllabus were extracted and analyzed from available data from university
schools web portals. The data source for the research sample are top-most
universities from Shanghai university ranking list [36] and state-owned uni-
versities in Serbia.

Figure 6. Courses list with search options and catalogue with courses details including

teaching content description – example of Harward university

Model for search within educational support include using keywords
that represent key software quality aspects – software project management,
software architecture, system/business analysis, software quality assurance,
software testing.

Analysis of available data about bachelor and master level study
programmes from Top-most universities from Shanghai university ranking
list show that there are no study programmes named “Software quality
assurance”, but mostly there are Computer science bachelor and master
programmes. Among courses at computer science bachelor and master pro-
grammes there are no software quality assurance as a separate course, but
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courses within computer science programmes are named after fundamental
aspects of computer architecture, programming, software development and
modern technologies.

Analysis of study programmes at state-owned universities in Serbia
shows that there are no particular study programmes named in the con-
text of “software quality assurance”, but within study programmes named
“Software engineering” there are courses related to software testing, soft-
ware development quality, software design patterns, while within study pro-
grammes named “information systems development”, there are courses re-
lated to systems analysis and design, analysis of business processes, project
management, software quality management, software design patterns, soft-
ware testing, software architectures, information security.

The proposed educational framework

This section presents the proposed educational framework to be ap-
plied in university teaching, with particular emphasis on quality of software
as a product and code quality. The table below presents aspects of soft-
ware quality – process aspect, functional aspect, non-functional aspect,
structural aspect, programming language grammar alignment, quality in
use.

QUALITY PROCESS FUNCTIONAL NON- STRUCTURAL GRAMMAR QUALITY

ASPECT ASPECT ASPECT FUNCTIONAL ASPECT ALIGNMENT IN USE

ASPECT OF CODE

COURSE Project System Human- Software Program Software

management analysis computer architecture translators/ testing

and design interaction construction

of compilers

TOPICS Software Business process User Software Lexical, Test

development modeling interface modularization, Syntax, based

life cycle Mapping design Front-end software semantic specification,

Standards of functions and programming architectures, aspect, test cases,

Documentation data to business design patterns, compile time test

process elements frameworks, and run time automation

clean code errors

and coding

conventions

METHODS Agile UML User experience Code Exception Input data

and tools methodologies design refactoring handling validations

Table 3. Educational framework for teaching software quality at higher education

The proposed educational framework could be used within a single
course named “Software quality assurance” or could be divided as topics
within different subjects, such as software project management (the process
aspect of quality), systems analysis and design(functional aspect of qual-
ity), human-computer interaction (nonfunctional software requirements).
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Software architecture (structural aspect of quality), program translators/-
compilers construction (alignment of code with programming language
grammar), software testing (quality in use).

Conclusion

Aim of this paper was to present software quality area from the per-
spective of research results, industrial needs and educational support.

Limitations of this paper are present in every part of this paper. They
are related to the sample formulation and methods that are used for their
implementation. Literature review has been based on Google scholar, while
systematic literature review would require multiple sources and diversity
of search keywords, to have more complete results. Empirical study of
job advertisements have been performed upon LinkedIn as a single source
of job advertisements text and there is need for more detailed analysis of
texts that are included in these job advertisements. Analysis of educational
support to software quality has been briefly conducted upon insight (with
very much trouble to find data) in web sites of top-most ranked universities
at Shanghai university ranking list. Sample of Serbian universities has
been selected among state-owned universities, while the complete image
of Serbian university space and the position of software quality within
the curriculum of study programmes could be obtained with inclusion of
private-owned universities as well.

Future research and practical work could be directed towards per-
forming detailed and systematic literature review about software quality.
It would be beneficial to include key findings from this paper to educational
practice in higher education – to include research results and the proposed
educational framework as a source to improve educational practice. New
research areas are directed towards creating tools that could automate soft-
ware development and quality control, particularly in the field of evaluation
of coding style and coding conventions (clean code).
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